pitt in italy

semester in florence

summer in rome

summer in turin
In Spring 2013, Pitt in Italy will introduce a semester-long option in Florence that allows students at all levels—from absolute beginner to advanced major—an exciting range of options:

- **take Pitt-equivalent coursework** in ANTH, ECON, ENGWRT, ITAL, PS, PSY, SA, URBNST
- **fulfill General Education Requirements** in Literature, Foreign Culture, Foreign Language
- **complete an A&S-approved internship** in fields ranging from fashion and business to publishing and social work
- **enroll directly** at the University of Florence*
In Summer 2013, Pitt in Italy will expand its summer offerings to include a beginners’ program in Rome, Italy:

- **explore Italy’s capital city**, seat of modern Italian government and ancient empires
- **take introductory Italian language courses**, including an intensive course combining ITAL 0001 and 0002 into one class
- **complete coursework in English** that counts toward and Italian major or minor
In Summer 2013, for the 20th consecutive year, Pitt in Italy will offer a summer program for Italian majors and minors requiring at least one year of college-level Italian prior to admission.

- experience language immersion in the city where the modern Italian nation was born
- take 7 credits of coursework applicable towards the Italian major or minor
- accelerate your progress through the program and in your Italian by studying intermediate or advanced language in Italy